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Introduction 
Long- term cure rates for pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia( 

ALL) continue to show incremental earnings with consecutive 
multicenter, transnational collaborative group studies over the once 3 
decades, with current issues demonstrating overall survival of 85 to 90 
While utmost cases with ALL are successfully treated with chemotherapy 
alone, there's a proportion of cases for whom allogeneic hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation( HSCT) is still considered the standard of care 
to maximize rates of cure [1].Relapse is the most common reason for 
treatment failure in HSCT for pediatric ALL. Relapse prevalence post-
HSCT can be dependent on multiple factors, including absolution status 
and complaint burden previous to transplant. An exertion authority 
containing total body irradiation (TBI) is considered standard of care 
for pediatric cases with ALL witnessing allogeneic HSCT. Historically, 
TBI has been used in combination with cyclophosphamide (CY) as 
myeloablative remedy. Topside (VP16) has been demonstrated as an 
original relief of CY, producing similar issues. Other agents, including 
cytarabine and melphalan, have been trailed in combination with TBI 
and CY and/ or VP16 in an attempt to minimize rates of relapse but 
haven't significantly bettered rates of overall survival [2]. 

Thiotepa (TT) is an alkylating agent that inhibits DNA, RNA, and 
protein conflation by converting cross-linking of DNA beaches. It's 
chemically and pharmacologically analogous to nitrogen mustard and 
is cell cycle independent. In the pediatric setting, TT has been used 
in exertion for both autologous and allogeneic HSCT for conditions, 
including neuroblastomas, brain excrescences, and leukemia. TT has 
been demonstrated to have bioavailability in the central nervous system 
(CNS), with substantiation for its use in primary CNS carcinoma. 
TT is also myeloablative when used in advanced boluses and the 
immunosuppressive action of TT has demonstrated to ameliorate 
engraftment in HSCT. It's this combination of myeloablation, vulnerable 
repression, and CNS penetration that makes use of TT seductive for 
HSCT in pediatric ALL. Have preliminarily published the largest cohort 
of pediatric cases with ALL who entered TT in combination with TBI/ 
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CY, 67 of whom were in alternate complete absolution. Of the 40 cases 
who passed first HSCT, fall rate at 1 time was 23, transplant- related 
mortality at 1 time was 15, and 3- time event-free survival was 65 [3].

In this study, the Australian and New Zealand Children's 
Haematology/ Oncology Group (ANZCHOG) Transplantation and 
Cellular Therapy in Children group report the largest published cohort 
of pediatric cases entering TBI/ CY in combination with TT and 
compare results to cases who entered TBI/ CY in the same period. This 
study asked 2 crucial questions( 1) does the addition of TT to TBI/ CY 
ameliorate rates of relapse and hence leukemia-free survival in pediatric 
cases with ALL, and( 2) does the addition of TT to TBI/ CY cause an 
advanced position of HSCT- related toxin?

Materials and Methods
We conducted a retrospective analysis of all cases that passed 

allogeneic HSCT for ALL across 7 pediatric ANZCHOG HSCT centers 
from January 1995 to October 2015. There were 347 cases that were 
eligible for addition in the study. All case data included in the study 
were deduced from the Australasian Bone Marrow Transplant Recipient 
Registry and sharing centers. The study was approved by the Sydney 
Children's Hospital Network Human Research Ethics Committee 
in agreement with the principles of Good Clinical Practice and the 
protestation of Helsinki. Case concurrence for HSCT was attained 
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Abstract
Total body irradiation (TBI)/ cyclophosphamide (CY) is a standard- of- care exertion authority in allogeneic 

hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) for pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). This study sought 
to identify whether the addition of thiotepa (TT) to TBI/ CY improves HSCT issues for pediatric cases with ALL. A 
retrospective analysis was performed on 347 pediatric ALL cases who passed HSCT between 1995 and 2015, with 242 
entering TBI/ CY/ TT and 105 cases entering TBI/ CY. There were no statistical differences in age, patron source, or 
complete absolution status between the 2 groups. Comparison of the TBI/ CY/ TT versus TBI/ CY groups demonstrated 
no difference in transplant- related mortality at 1(11 versus 11), 5(13 versus 16), or 10 times (16 versus 16). There was 
lower relapse in the TBI/ CY/ TT group at 1( 14 versus 26), 5( 24 versus 36), 10( 26 versus 37), and 15 times( 26 versus 
37)( P = .02) but wasn't statistically significant on multivariate analysis. The TBI/ CY/ TT group showed a trend toward 
bettered complaint-free survival( DFS) at 5( 59 versus 47), 10( 56 versus 46), and 15 times( 49 versus 40)( P = .05) but 
wasn't statistically significant on multivariate analysis. Comparing overall survival at 5(62 versus 53), 10(57 versus 50), 
and 15 times (50 versus 44) demonstrated no statistical difference between the 2 groups. The addition of thiotepa to 
TBI/ CY demonstrated no increase in transplant- related mortality for pediatric ALL HSCT but was unfit to demonstrate 
significant benefit in complaint control. Minimum residual complaint status remained the crucial threat factor impacting 
both fall and DFS. Further studies are warranted to more clarify the benefits of using thiotepa in exertion for ALL HSCT.
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by individual institutions is per original Human Research Ethics 
Committee conditions [4, 5].

All cases were treated in single apartments fitted with high- 
effectiveness particulate air filtration systems. All cases entered regular 
cytomegalovirus (CMV) surveillance using either CMV antigenemia 
or CMV PCR testing. Intravenous acyclovir prophylaxis was used in 
cases with a history of herpes simplex infection. After engraftment, 
cases entered Pneumocystis jiroveci prophylaxis with cotrimoxazole 
or an applicable volition. Antifungal and empirical antibiotic remedy 
was used in the setting of febrile illness, as per original institutional 
protocols. Graft support was handed using granulocyte colony 
stimulating factor grounded on original institutional protocols. 
Neutrophil engraftment was defined as the first of 3 successive days of 
an absolute neutrophil count of lesser than0.5 × 109/ L, after the nadir 
in blood counts following administration of exertion remedy. Platelet 
engraftment was defined as a platelet count of lesser than 20 × 109/ 
L unsubstantiated by transfusion for 7 days prior. Acute and habitual 
GVHD was assessed using standard published criteria (, 31). GVHD 
data weren't available for 53 of cases entering TBI/ CY and 24 of cases 
entering TBI/ CY/ TT [6, 7].

The outgrowth measures assessed included neutrophil and platelet 
engraftment, acute and habitual GVHD, complaint-free survival (DFS) 
at 5 times, overall survival (zilches) at 5 times, transplant- related 
mortality (TRM), and accretive prevalence of relapse (CIR). DFS, OS, 
GVHD, TRM, and CIR were assessed using the Kaplan- Meier system 
and compared between the groups using the log- rank test or Gray's 
test for contending pitfalls (for relapse, GVHD, TRM, and CIR). Cox 
retrogression was used to perform univariate and multivariate analysis 
for OS, DFS, and relapse. Outgrowth measures set up to have statistically 
significant differences on univariate analysis were also subordinated 
to multivariate analysis using Cox retrogression models. Statistical 
analyses were performed using R software (interpretation3.5.3) [8].

Discussion
This study contains the largest reported cohort of pediatric cases 

who passed hematopoietic stem cell transplant with TBI/ CY/ TT 
exertion for acute lymphoblastic leukemia, examining issues for these 
cases beyond 15 times post-HSCT. When compared to a contemporary 
cohort of cases who entered TBI/ CY under the same conditions, 
cases that entered TBI/ CY/ TT had no increase in transplant- 
related mortality, without a statistically significant drop in relapse or 
complaint-free survival. Disease burdenpre-HSCT continues to be the 
most important factor when determining threat of relapse for ALL. Our 
study demonstrated this conception across a 2- decade period, with the 
presence of active complaint or positive mrdpre-HSCT being a poor 
prognostic factor for complaint-free survival. Also, cases with sensible 
mrdpre-HSCT had advanced rates of relapse post-HSCT, keeping with 

preliminarily published literature. This study showed an enhancement 
in relapse and DFS in pediatric cases with ALL who entered thiotepa on 
univariate analysis but was unfit to be demonstrated to be statistically 
significant on multivariate analysis. A fairly small case cohort may 
have impacted on the capability to demonstrate statistical significance 
between the 2 treatment groups.

Our study demonstrates that the addition of TT to standard TBI/ 
CY exertion for pediatric ALL doesn't increase transplant- related 
mortality or drop long- term overall survival. There may be a part for TT 
in the forestalment of ALL relapse post-HSCT, but larger, prospective 
studies are needed to give a definitive answer to this question [9, 10].
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